Presynaptic and interactive peptidergic modulation of reticulospinal synaptic inputs in the lamprey.
The modulatory effects of neuropeptides on descending inputs to the spinal cord have been examined by making paired recordings from reticulospinal axons and spinal neurons in the lamprey. Four peptides were examined; peptide YY (PYY) and cholecystokinin (CCK), which are contained in brain stem reticulospinal neurons, and calcitonin-gene-related peptide (CGRP) and neuropeptide Y (NPY), which are contained in primary afferents and sensory interneurons, respectively. Each of the peptides reduced the amplitude of monosynaptic reticulospinal-evoked excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs). The modulation appeared to be presynaptic, because postsynaptic input resistance and membrane potential, the amplitude of the electrical component of the EPSP, postsynaptic responses to glutamate, and spontaneous miniature EPSP amplitudes were unaffected. In addition, none of the peptides affected the pattern of N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)-evoked locomotor activity in the isolated spinal cord. Potential interactions between the peptides were also examined. The "brain stem peptides" CCK and PYY had additive inhibitory effects on reticulospinal inputs, as did the "sensory peptides" CGRP and NPY. Brain stem peptides also had additive inhibitory effects when applied with sensory peptides. However, sensory peptides increased or failed to affect the amplitude of reticulospinal inputs in the presence of the brain stem peptides. These interactive effects also appear to be mediated presynaptically. The functional consequence of the peptidergic modulation was investigated by examining spinal ventral root responses elicited by brain stem stimulation. CCK and CGRP both reduced ventral root responses, although in interaction both increased the response. These results thus suggest that neuropeptides presynaptically influence the descending activation of spinal locomotor networks, and that they can have additive or novel interactive effects depending on the peptides examined and the order of their application.